INTRODUCTION
Cartesian trajectory generation using lines and arcs has long been considered by researchers such as Paul 1 and Taylor .   2 Previously , researchers such as Lin , 3 Thompson , 4 Chang , 5 and Aken 6 used spline functions to construct joint trajectories which approximated complex curves specified in Cartesian space . These methods were typically applied of f-line . Practical on-line Cartesian trajectory generation for complex curves such as NURBS (Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline) posed a more dif ficult problem . In practical applications such as gluing , painting , and trimming , the initial and terminal poses , and sometimes several intermediate poses , are commonly specified . These poses are usually connected by straight lines , or possibly by a combination of straight lines and circular arcs which we call a simple curve . Because the segments of the simple curve can be expressed as explicit functions , it is easy to calculate the length changes along the curve segment , and the time derivatives . For example , a circular arc can be expressed as f x ( u ) ϭ R cos u and f y ( u ) ϭ R sin u , where R is the radius of the arc , and u is the parameter which represents the arc angle . The first derivatives of the circular arc with respect to u are df x ( u ) / du ϭ Ϫ R sin u and df y ( u ) / du ϭ R cos u , and the length of the arc segment is R u .
A curve which is generated by a parametric spline function , such as a NURBS or Bezier curve , is referred to as a complex curve . $ developing bounded numerical algorithms to generate Cartesian moves along a NURBS path , using a fixed number of algorithmic calculations , and thus bounding the calculations in time .
$ transforming the parameters created in Cartesian space into joint space where manipulator control is performed .
$ integrating the software into an open-architecture simulation and control system called Robline .
$ demonstrating realtime physical control of the trajectory along both 2-D and 3-D Cartesian NURBS curves using an actual robot . Figure 1 introduces the six primary trajectory generation steps implemented for simulation and actual control of mechanisms :
TRAJECTORY METHODS
1 . initialization of curve length , tool orientation , and other parameters . 2 . Cartesian trajectory prediction for step length and trajectory speed and acceleration . 3 . parameter prediction . 4 . correction of step length , curve parameter , and step time . Fig . 1 . Trajectory generation flowchart . 5 . Cartesian frame interpolation . 6 . joint space inverse kinematics and joint speed estimates .
Initialization
Length L along a complex curve , specified by parameter u , is determined by the integral
where 
for an arbitrary function f ( x ) , where » ( f , n ) represents the error term ,
and where 
approximates the integration of f ( x ) which is exact for polynomials of degree Յ 2 n Ϫ 1 . We call x i the Gaussian sample points of [ Ϫ 1 , 1] , and w i their Gaussian weights .
If we make (4) exact for f ( x ) ϭ 1 , x , x 2 , . . . , x 2 n Ϫ 1 , we generate 2 n equations :
The system of equations in (5) Table I lists the values up to six points and the error term » ( f , n ) which can be used to determine the accuracy of the Gaussian quadrature integration . 1 3 To integrate f ( u ) over the arbitrary interval [ a , b ] using Gaussian quadrature , map the
to obtain
If we use a Gaussian formula on [ Ϫ 1 , 1] to approximate integral (7) , we get
where w i is the tabulated Gaussian weight associated with the tabulated Gaussian sample point
and u i is obtained from x i as follows :
The general n -point Gaussian quadrature rule is exact for polynomials of degree Յ 2 n Ϫ 1 . To integrate over large intervals , we must apply the large point Gaussian quadrature formula to achieve the desired accuracy according to the error formula (3) . An Another commonly used trajectory generator uses constant jerk to control the velocity profile . Jerk , the time derivative of acceleration , can be specified such that it creates the desired acceleration and velocity at each point of the trajectory . Yang For a complex curve , we first create a table of parameter / length pairs ( u i , l i ) using the trajectory profiles discussed earlier , where l i is the arc-length corresponding to curve parameter u i . We then build a piecewise polynomial interpolation
where f is the polynomial function . From this function ,
we can predict the initial changes of the parameter ( du ) corresponding to changes in the arc-length ( dl ) using a cubic spline interpolant . 1 2 After we predict the first three step changes of the parameter u for predicted arc-length changes , we can use quadratic or cubic extrapolation methods to predict the next parameter change for a given length change . For each step prediction , we update the prediction model by using the current value and the past two or three step values .
Suppose that the function u ϭ f ( l ) is known at the three points
of degree 2 can be constructed which passes through these 3 points . When l 0 Ͻ l Ͻ l 2 the approximation P ( l ) is called an interpolated value . If either l Ͻ l 0 or l 2 Ͻ l , then P ( l ) is an extrapolated value . The quadratic curve u ϭ P ( l ) that passes through the three points ( l 0 , u 0 ) ,
We assume that
, where E ( l ) represents the approximation error term . Because the l i represent the moving length , they are distinct automatically . If the derivatives up to order 3 are continuous , then there exists a value
The cubic curve u ϭ P ( l ) that passes through the four The error term in the cubic approximation is
where ( a , b ) .
Correction
There are two prediction methods used in curve trajectory generation procedures : arc-length prediction and parameter prediction . In the arc-length prediction method , if the speeds or accelerations calculated through the prediction are greater than the maximum values , we modify the predicted values by either reducing the arc-length step or increasing the trajectory time to meet the robot requirements . Reducing the arc-length step greatly increases the calculation time , thus the preferred method is to increase the trajectory time , Figure 2 .
In the arc-length prediction procedure , if the pose or speed calculated by the predicted parameter exceeds the expected values , we correct by increasing the time above t m i n , the minimum trajectory time specified by the user . and the previous step parameter U 0 , we can predict the moving distance l through the spline curve model which corresponds to the predicted parameter u . The length error corresponding to the predicted parameter error is
Suppose that the function U ϭ f ( L ) represents the exact relationship between parameter U and arc-length L , then according to Taylor series theory ,
where the error term is
and is a variable that lies between l and L .
Because the length error » l is a small number , we ignore the second and higher order terms of the equation (14) , and obtain a first order estimate of the parameter
where ⌬ l ϭ l Ϫ L 0 , and ⌬ u ϭ u Ϫ U 0 , we obtain the first order correction model
To obtain a more accurate estimate of the parameter error » u , we apply a second order correction model by ignoring the third and higher order terms of (14) .
If we let ⌬ u 0 and ⌬ l 0 represent changes of parameter and arc-length at the last step , we can use
and
The second order correction model then becomes
Frame interpolation
Once a value of u is found , it can then be substituted This definition is useful for machining a space curve or sculptured surface which requires the cutter tool direction normal to the surface .
Consider the tool motion path segment in Figure 3 FULL -POSE -requires the mechanism to place the tool frame at the same position and orientation of a target frame and should only be used when the mechanism has three orientation joints . Interpolation between two poses uses a screw vector and a translation to interpolate a tool frame from its initial orientation to its final target orientation by determining the orientation of the final frame relative to the initial frame . Using this frame the screw vector and screw angle are determined . Then the interpolated rotational frame is determined by first calculating a screw matrix determined by a rotation proportional to the distance moved along the curve
Next , we determine the translational matrix T i which locates the interpolated frame origin . Multiplying , we determine the interpolated frame F i as
X -TANGENT -POSE -similar to FULL -POSE by requiring the mechanism to place the tool frame at the pose of a target frame , but , in addition , X -TANGENT -POSE requires that the x -axis of each target frame coincide with the path tangent axis , and the z -axis be normal to the surface containing the curve . 
6 In erse kinematics Given the interpolated frame in Cartesian space , inverse kinematics are used to determine the joint values , speeds , and accelerations . However , the inverse of the Jacobian matrix is dif ficult to obtain , and the formulations vary for dif ferent kinds of robots . The simplest method of estimating joint speeds and accelerations is to divide the dif ferences between two successive joint displacements and speeds by the trajectory time . This method is simple , and a fairly good approximation of the joint speeds and accelerations when the trajectory step is very small , but performs poorly for changes in joint direction .
An alternative method uses three trajectory steps to use a quadratic polynomial to approximate the joints speeds and accelerations . In this method we assume the joint accelerations constant , and let joint displacement q be a quadratic function of trajectory time :
where b , c , and e are coef ficients , and t is the current time . Joint speeds and accelerations are obtained from the first and second time derivatives of (24) . It is assumed that q i Ϫ 1 , q i , and q i ϩ 1 are the displacements of the joint for the three most current trajectory steps , and t i Ϫ 1 , t i , and t i ϩ 1 are the corresponding trajectory times .
Then we can obtain
where t l ϭ t i Ϫ t i Ϫ 1 represents the last trajectory step , and t c ϭ t i ϩ 1 Ϫ t i is the current trajectory step .
The joint speed and acceleration corresponding to the joint displacement q i ϩ 1 are then q i ϩ 1 ϭ c ϩ 2 et c and q ¨ i ϩ 1 ϭ 2 e . The newer servocards use high-order polynomials to blend position-velocity-time (PVT) moves in joint space . For these servocards , the quadratic approximation is generally suf ficient . Yang 1 4 also considers a cubic approximation for acceleration continuity .
ERROR ANALYSIS AND TIME BOUNDING
On-line Cartesian trajectory control requires that all algorithmic calculations must be completed in a certain time , and that all errors be bounded by some specified tolerance . What is also important is the computational requirements above that required for normal trajectory control of motion along lines and circular arcs .
Error analysis
To analyze the trajectory errors , we introduce the following theorem . The proof can be found in Crampin . 1 5 Theorem -Let r ( u ) be a twice continuously dif ferentiable curve with a maximum curvature k m a x Յ 1 / ␦ , where ␦ Ͼ 0 . P 1 , P 2 are two points on the curve r ( u ) .
If the curve length L r from P 1 to P 2 along the curve r ( u ) satisfies
then the error » in replacing r ( u ) by the straight line P 1 P 2 cannot exceed ␦ , Figure 4 . The path tolerance , measured by the maximum perpendicular distance between the path segment and the line connecting the two end points , is transformed into two simple inequalities in (26) and (27) . It is clear that to interpolate a spatial curve accurately , more via points should be given in vicinities of large curvature segments .
By maintaining these inequalities , the errors generated by the methods will be within the error bound ␦ . We can either reduce the trajectory step length L r for the large curvature segments , or modify the curve by reducing the maximum curvature k m a x . For a complex curve and tolerance ␦ , we first estimate the maximum curvature k m a x for every estimated path segment using equation bound ; otherwise , we have to reduce the curve length steps , enlarge the specified tolerance or inform the user that the curvature is too large . From a motion viewpoint , we must either reduce the path speed or trajectory time .
For example , if we specify 150 mm / s as the tool speed , 75 Hz as the trajectory rate , and 0 . 05 mm as the specified tolerance , then the maximum curvature along the curve must be less than 0 . 0998 (radius of curvature ϭ 10 . 0251 mm) . If we use 50 mm / s as the tool speed for NC machine tool , 100 Hz as the trajectory rate , and 0 . 02 mm as the specified tolerance , then the maximum curvature along the curve must be less than 0 . 6359 (radius of curvature ϭ 1 . 5725 mm) . Since this is a conservative estimate , the actual error is less than the specified tolerance . The parameter prediction procedure uses quadratic or cubic extrapolation method to predict the parameter changes corresponding to the arc-length changes . If we use the quadratic extrapolation method (10) The frame interpolation procedure is more complex than the above procedures which includes matrix multiplication , vector dot and cross product operations , and multiplications , divisions , additions , and subtractions . However , all these operations are normal to trajectory generators . Similarly , inverse kinematics implement normal procedures .
As Table II demonstrates , only three stages require additional calculations as compared with the current Robline trajectory generator (typical of the generators found in many modern mechanism controllers) . Therefore , the algorithms and procedures are time bounded .
SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The models , methods and algorithms developed in this research have been implemented in the C language and integrated with the Robline system . Because the Robline system is an open system , it allows users to implement their own trajectory generation functions to generate the trajectories . To test the developed methods and algorithms the Robline system was used to build the robot models and NURBS curves . Robpac processes were then used to specify motion parameters such as tool velocity and trajectory rates for moving along the trajectories . Simulation and physical experiments were conducted on several NURBS models . Only a few of the test cases are presented here . Again , refer to Yang 1 4 for details .
The first example moves the robot at a constant speed of 40 mm / s along a quadratic NURBS representation of a circle . The second example moves the robot along cubic NURBS curves which are a cross-section of a Blisk fan turbine blade . This example also illustrates the details of the trajectory procedures through three trajectory steps . Finally , to demonstrate these methods when applied to a physical robot , we move a 6-axis GE-P60 robot along a complex cubic NURBS curve .
Simulation example 1 -The first example uses a quadratic NURBS curve to represent a circle with radius 200 mm as shown in Figure 5 . The knots , weights , and control points of the curve are shown in Table III . The desired path speed is 40 mm / s and the accel / decel is set to 100 mm / s 2 . The robot's maximum tool speed is about 100 mm / s and its maximum acceleration / deceleration capability is about 1500 mm / s 2 .
The real length of the circle is 2 π R ϭ 1256 . 63706144 , where R ϭ 200 is the radius . The calculated length of the quadratic NURBS circle by using the 10 point Gaussian quadrature algorithm is 1256 . 63706140 , an error of 0 . 00000004 mm .
In the example the minimum trajectory time is specified as 0 . 03 s . The tool speed errors from Figure 6 are less than 0 . 0025% (0 . 0010 mm / s) .
To illustrate the shape of the joint motion curves , Figure 7 shows the joint angles , speeds and accelerations for joint 3 only . The other joint motion curves are similar . All values fall well within expected speed and acceleration limits .
Simulation example 2 -The second example considers a set of four cubic NURBS curves which are obtained from a cross section of a turbine blade . The curve parameters for curve 2 are listed in Table IV . To demonstrate path following by the S100 robot the curves have been scaled up by a factor of 20 .
We move the robot along all four curves in this simulation , but choose the second curve to illustrate the trajectory procedures . The error check function passes the criteria set by the equations of (26) and (27) . The maximum tool speed error is found to be 0 . 0287% (0 . 014 mm / s) .
Experimental example 3 -To demonstrate these methods when applied to a physical robot , we move a 6-axis GE-P60 robot along the cubic NURBS curve shown in Figure 8 . The speed and acceleration capabilities of this robot are similar to that of the S100 robot . The actual 2-D NURBS curve is shown in Figure  9 .
One of the advantages of the Robline system is that Fig . 6 . Tool speed errors . it can drive both a simulated robot and an actual robot using the same control program . We first built the GE-P60 robot workcell model and the NURBS curve using a HP 735 workstation . We then wrote a simple Robpac process program to specify the necessary control parameters to simulate the motion control along the curve , thereby avoiding any possible collision of the robot . Figure 10 for joint 3 (other joints perform similarly) .
The maximum error between the specified joint displacements and actuator joint displacements through the controller is about 1 degree . These errors result from the robot following errors which are consistent with those obtained when driving the robot along linear and circular paths . Properly tuning the robot will dramatically reduce the robot following errors .
We also used the GE-P60 robot to verify the actual To simulate the feasibility of the methods , several examples were considered . The first example used a NURBS curve to represent an exact circle . Moving along the curve at 40 mm / s , the maximum error of the calculated tool speeds was only 0 . 0025% , and the maximum joint acceleration of any joint experienced in the motion processes was less than 25 degrees / s 2 , far below the maximum allowable joint acceleration .
Successful physical control of a GE-P60 robot along a Cartesian NURBS curve showed that the motion control system developed in this research could control mechanisms running in real-time . Multiple tests demonstrated that the 486 based PC controller could control a 6-axis GE-P60 robot (all revolute joints) moving along a 3-D NURBS curve at a trajectory rate of 30 Hz or less . A new CIMETRIX OAC controller based on a Pentium CPU will increase the trajectory rate to 100 Hz . The algorithms will achieve trajectory rates in excess of The procedures are distinguished from most curve trajectory generation algorithms which transform a sequence of points into sets of joint displacements and approximate the Cartesian trajectory at the joint level .
These new trajectory methods work directly in Cartesian space .
. Non -Uniform Rational B -Spline ( NURBS )
To define a rational B-spline , we make use of the homogeneous coordinate . If P ϭ ( x , y , z ) is a point in 3-D Euclidean space , we denote a corresponding point in 4-D homogeneous space by H ϭ [ wx , wy , wz , w ] , where w Ͼ 0 . We call w the homogeneous coordinate .
We define a polynomial B-spline curve in homogeneous space by the vector equation 
where ͕ w i : i ϭ 0 , 1 , . . . , n ͖ are the weights .
To evaluate a rational B-spline curve at a parameter value u , we may apply the de Boor algorithm or the matrix form 9 to both the numerator and denominator of (48) , and finally divide through . 
